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Abstract—Federated edge learning (FEEL) has emerged as a
core paradigm for large-scale optimization. However, FEEL still
suffers from a communication bottleneck due to the transmission
of high-dimensional model updates from the clients to the
federator. Over-the-air computation (AirComp) leverages the
additive property of multiple-access channels by aggregating
the clients’ updates over the channel to save communication
resources. While analog uncoded transmission can benefit from
the increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the simultaneous
transmission of many clients, potential errors may severely harm
the learning process for small SNRs. To alleviate this problem,
channel coding approaches were recently proposed for AirComp
in FEEL. However, their error-correction capability degrades
with an increasing number of clients. We propose a digital
lattice-based code construction with constant error-correction
capabilities in the number of clients, and compare to nested-
lattice codes, well-known for their optimal rate and power
efficiency in the point-to-point AWGN channel.

Index Terms—Channel coding, Federated learning, Multiple-
access channel, Nested lattices, Over-the-air computation

I. INTRODUCTION

In federated edge learning (FEEL), clients use their indi-
vidual data to collaboratively train a machine learning (ML)
model centrally orchestrated by a federator, often through the
use of iterative optimization processes such as (stochastic) gra-
dient descent [1]. While the federator’s model can be broadcast
to the clients at each iteration, the local updates computed
by the clients are usually transmitted over a noisy channel
through separation-based multiple access schemes such as
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA).
Hence, each device requires a separate communication re-
source, making the communication complexity scale linearly
with the number of clients. Since the communication com-
plexity is crucial for high-dimensional ML models, many
proposed communication-efficient FEEL methods leverage the
source-channel separation principle by compressing the model
updates or the gradients and assuming a reliable and error-free
end-to-end communication, e.g., [2]–[4].

However, individual updates are not required for FEEL.
It suffices for the federator to observe the aggregated local
updates. This facilitates over-the-air computation (AirComp)
in FEEL, which makes use of signal superposition in wireless
multiple-access channels (MACs) [5]–[7]. It is known from [8]
that AirComp allows the computation of nomographic func-
tions; and aggregations in FEEL are a special case of those.
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The clients simultaneously1 transmit their local updates and
the federator decodes the sum, allowing for better transmission
rates than separation-based approaches. See Figure 1 for a
simple illustration of the AirComp setting. Analog uncoded
transmission without error correction is a simple and provably
optimal solution for high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) when
the number of available channel uses n equals the gradient
dimension k [9]. However, it can suffer from significant
performance losses, incurring non-negligible errors in the
trained machine learning model [10]. In a limited bandwidth
regime where n < k, each element of the gradient can be
quantized to a single bit, and quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) can be used for digital modulation with majority-vote-
based decoding at the federator [11]. An improved scheme
using finer quantization has been proposed in [12]. In analog
systems, edge devices can sparsify their gradients and project
them to a lower dimensional vector before transmission [5].

Since transmission errors, especially for low SNRs, can
significantly harm the learning process, we focus on cases
where n > k, and hence, error correction is possible. The
reliable reconstruction of a function of sources over a MAC
was first analyzed in [13] using lattice codes from [14], prov-
ing the suboptimality of source-channel separation. Separation
was shown to be exponentially suboptimal as the number of
Gaussian sources increases [9]. In [15], the existence of a
lattice sequence both good for source and channel coding is
proven. Nested lattices are used in [16]–[18] due to their linear
structure and good algebraic properties. They can asymp-
totically achieve the capacity of the point-to-point Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel [19], and the reliable
decoding of the sum of lattice codewords allows retrieving
the modulo-sum of the messages simultaneously sent by K
devices. However, determining the sum without wraparound
is paramount in FEEL.

To allow digital modulation, the authors of [20] formulate an
optimization problem to find constellations without destructive
overlaps and facilitate arbitrary finite function computations.
In [21], balanced number systems are used in conjunction with
the on-off keying of OFDM subcarriers. In contrast, we will
use balanced numbers with lattice coding for error correction
purposes. Recently, an AirComp FEEL scheme based on
OFDM combined with convolutional and LDPC codes was
proposed [22], whose decoding complexity was reduced using

1We assume that the clients can synchronize their transmission to leverage
the additive properties of the channel. This synchronization faces its own
practical challenges that are out of the scope of this work.
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non-binary LDPC codes and nested lattices [23]. However, to
ensure the sum of the received symbols maps to the correct
codeword, the finite field size of the channel code must scale
linearly with K, leading to a significant increase in the block
error rate with K. Such a drawback is inherent to most code
constructions over finite fields for AirComp in FEEL. To
mitigate this, we propose two lattice-based code constructions
and analyze them regarding their scaling properties in K.

• We propose in Section III a lattice-based construction for
digital transmission achieving bandwidth expansion via
a balanced numeral representation. We derive an upper
bound on the expected error that is independent of K.

• For analog transmission, we investigate in Section IV
known nested lattices for finite field addition over the
AWGN channel. We give an upper bound on the average
error rate and show that the achievable asymptotic rate
and the error probability do not scale well in K.

• We compare the error-correction capabilities and high-
light the regimes of benefit. While nested lattices are
preferable for small K or very large n, lattices with
balanced numbers are superior in the regime of interest.

II. OVER-THE-AIR FEDERATED LEARNING MODEL

For two integers τ, ζ, with τ < ζ, let [τ ] denote the set
of integers {1, . . . τ}, and [τ, ζ] denote {τ, . . . ζ}. Let K be
the number of clients participating in the training process,
enumerated by i ∈ [K]. At each iteration t, the clients obtain
the global model θt from the federator via a reliable channel
and compute a k-dimensional gradient gi(θt) ∈ Rk of a pre-
defined loss function evaluated at their data Di. With a learning
rate η > 0, the federator updates the global model by aver-
aging the clients’ gradients, i.e., θt+1 = θt − η

∑K
i=1 gi(θt),

and the algorithm repeats until certain performance indicators
are reached. Let Zq denote the ring of intergers {0, . . . q− 1}
modulo q. Each client employs a quantizer Q : Rk → Zk

q to
obtain a discrete representation of the gradient, i.e., g̃i(θt) =
Q(gi(θt)). Using a channel encoder ϕ : Zk

q → Rn, those
gradients are mapped to the transmit signal Xi(t) = ϕ(g̃i(θt)).
We assume the clients have channel state information (CSI)
and are perfectly synchronized, and transmit their signals
Xi(t) over an AWGN channel, such that the federator receives
Y(t) =

∑K
i=1 Xi(t)+N(t), where N(t) ∼ N (0, PNIn×n) is

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise
with power limn→∞

1
n∥N(t)∥22 = PN . The goal of the federa-

tor is to decode the sum of the gradients ĝ(θt) ≜
∑K

i=1 g̃i(θt)
by applying the channel decoder ϕ−1 : Rn → Rk, and
update the model as θt+1 = θt − η

K ĝ(θt), with learning
rate η. To ensure model convergence, we require the gradient
estimate to be unbiased, i.e, E[ĝ(θt)] = E

[∑K
i=1 gi(θt)

]
.

By linearity of expectation, this is achieved by ensuring that
E [g̃i(θt)] = E [gi(θt)] for all i ∈ [K], and all t. In the
following, we will be concerned with a single iteration and
drop the iteration index t from our notation. We use a variant
of stochastic rounding [24], [25], known to be unbiased. Let
gmin and gmax be the minimum and the maximum value that a

N(t)

Federator

...

...

Client 1

Client i

Client K

X1(t)

Xi(t)

XK(t)

Y(t)

Fig. 1: A simplified illustration of an over-the-air federated learning
setting. The K edge devices transmit simultaneously to the federator.
The federator observes the noisy sum.

gradient can take, respectively. Each entry gi,j of the gradient
gi is quantized separately according to

Qstoc(gi,j , q) = ξ

(
(q − 1)

gi,j − gmin

gmax − gmin

)
,

with

ξ(x) =

{
⌈x⌉ w.p. x−⌊x⌋

⌈x⌉−⌊x⌋
⌊x⌋ otherwise

.

Intuitively, we pick q linearly spaced quantization levels and
probabilistically round to the quantization level above or below
gi,j with probability inversely proportional to the distance to
the quantization level. The corresponding dequantizer also acts
entry-wise and is given by

Q−1
stoc(x, q) = Kgmin + (gmax − gmin)

x

q − 1
.

It is straightforward to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The stochastic quantizer Qstoc preserves the ex-
pectation of the gradient, i.e.

E
[
Q−1

stoc

( ∑
i∈[K]

Qstoc
(
gi(θt)

))]
= g(θt),

where the expectation is over the randomness of the quantizer.

Let g̃i,j subsequently be the elements of the quantized
gradient g̃i(θ). We will focus on different constructions of the
encoder ϕ, where we rely on the following lattice preliminar-
ies. An n-dimensional lattice Λ, n ∈ Z+, is a discrete additive
subgroup of Rn, such that ∀u,v ∈ Λ : u+v ∈ Λ. It is defined
by a generator matrix B ∈ Rn×n as Λ = {Bv | v ∈ Zn}. A
Euclidean nearest neighbor quantizer QΛ(.) for the lattice Λ
maps every vector v ∈ Rn to the nearest lattice point in terms
of the Euclidean distance, i.e., QΛ(v) = argminλ∈Λ ∥v−λ∥2.
The fundamental Voronoi region V of Λ is the set of points in
the n-dimensional space whose closest lattice point is the zero
word, i.e., V = {v | QΛ(v) = 0}. The Voronoi cell associated
with a lattice point λ ∈ Λ can be calculated by shifting the
fundamental Voronoi cell V by λ. The modulo operation with
respect to a lattice Λ shifts any vector v ∈ Rn into V , i.e.,
v mod Λ = v −QΛ(v).



III. BALANCED NUMERAL LATTICE CODES

While nested lattices are a viable channel coding solution
for AirComp due to their linearity and optimal power usage
in point-to-point transmission, i.e., when K = 1, they suffer
from a major weakness: the suboptimal scaling properties in
the number K of devices, making this approach infeasible
in settings such as large-scale FEEL. We defer the reader to
Section IV for the details.

We propose a simple yet effective lattice construction based
on a balanced numeral representation suitable for settings with
many devices in the regime of finite block-lengths n. The idea
is to represent the quantized gradients gi using a balanced
number system, which is a natural choice given that gradients
can take both negative and positive real values.

Construction 1 (Balanced numeral representation). Let Sβ =[
−β−1

2 , β−1
2

]
be the set of digits for a balanced number

system with odd integer base β > 1, and α > 0 a positive
integer. Any integer z ∈

[
−βα−1

2 , βα−1
2

]
can be represented

by α digits d = (dα−1, . . . , d0)β̄ , dℓ ∈ Sβ such that2

z = (dα−1, . . . , d0)β̄ =

α−1∑
ℓ=0

dℓβ
ℓ.

Since the summation will result in digits in Z, we allow a
relaxed definition of the resulting sum, whose representation
is non-unique. Let now k|n, and let α ≜ n/k ∈ Z+, then for
each entry of the gradient gi,j we use the quantization scheme
Qstoc(gi,j , q) proposed above with q ≤ βα, and a symmetric
quantization interval [gmin, gmax] = [−gb, gb].

Since all operations are element-wise, let di,j ≜
(di,j,α−1, . . . , di,j,0)β̄ , i ∈ [K], j ∈ [k] be the α-digit balanced
numeral representation for device i and gradient dimension j.
We define the following encoder E(·) to construct the transmit
signal Xi ∈ Rα of device i as

Xi = E(di,j) =

√
PX

(β − 1)/2

α∑
ℓ=1

eℓdi,j,ℓ−1,

where eℓ are standard unit vectors in α dimensions. The code
is thus defined as {E(d)|d ∈ Sαβ}. The factor

√
PX

(β−1)/2 scales
the transmit signal per channel use such that it never exceeds
PX . While imposing assumptions on the distribution of the
gradients would enable a more thorough use of the power
budget, we conduct our analysis for the general case where
gradient distributions are unknown a priori. The transmit sig-
nals Xi, i ∈ [K], are all part of a scaled α-dimensional integer
lattice Zα with generator matrix B ≜

√
PX

(β−1)/2 (e1, · · · , eα)
T ,

termed Λ, with a Voronoi region in the shape of an α-
dimensional cube.

The federator observes the noisy sum Y =
∑K

i=1 Xi +N.
Since all Xi are members of this lattice, so is their sum∑K

i=1 Xi. The decoding is equivalent to that of the uncon-
strained AWGN channel. Hence, the ML decoder matches

2The bar notation is to avoid confusion between the base-β representation
and the balanced numeral representation.

the lattice decoder; in this case, the Euclidean nearest neigh-
bor quantizer QΛ(Y). With d̂j = (d̂j,0, . . . , d̂j,α−1) ≜
(β−1)/2√

PX
QΛ(Y), the receiver applies the decoder

ĝj = E−1(Y) =

α−1∑
ℓ=0

βℓd̂j,ℓ,

and the inverse quantizer Q−1
stoc(ĝj , q). Note that both the

encoder E and the decoder E−1 are linear.
An error occurs when gj ≜

∑K
i=1 gi,j ̸=

∑α−1
ℓ=0 βℓd̂j,ℓ. If

the Gaussian noise vector N does not leave the fine cubic cell
V of Λ, the lattice decoder maps back to the correct lattice
point. However, if N leaves this region, the decoder might or
might not decode back to the correct sum. If the added noise
maps to a zero-valued codeword, the correct result is decoded
despite N leaving V . This is reflected in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Consider a single dimension of the gradient. Let
N ∼ N (0, PN ) and

D =

{
d̂ = (d̂0, . . . , d̂α−1)

∣∣∣∣ α−1∑
ℓ=0

βℓd̂ℓ = 0

}
.

The dimension-wise error probability with Balanced Numeral
codes is

P j
e = 1−

∑
d̂∈D

(
α∏

ℓ=1

Pr

{
N(β − 1)√

PX

∈
[
2d̂ℓ−1−1, 2d̂ℓ−1+1

]})
.,

Proof. Let N be the i.i.d. additive Gaussian noise with N ∼
N (0, PNIα×α). Consider a member X of the α-dimensional
cubic lattice, which is decoded as the integer d̂. For any
member d̂ of D, the lattice point X + E(d̂) also decodes to
d̂ since E(d̂) has the decoding result

∑α−1
ℓ=0 βℓd̂ℓ = 0. This

is true by linearity of the encoder and decoder. Thus, if the
Gaussian noise vector N decodes to 0, we get the correct
result. If not, an error occurs. The probability that N decodes
to a given vector X is the probability that it is in the fine cubic
cell of X:

Pe = 1−
∑
d̂∈D

Pr{N is in the cubic cell of E(d̂)}

Notice that the cubic cell of d̂ is an n-dimensional cube
centered at E(d̂) =

√
PX

(β−1)/2

∑α
ℓ=1 eℓd̂ℓ−1 with edges of

length
√
PX

(β−1)/2 . For N to be in this cubic cell, Ni,∀i ∈
{0, · · · , α − 1}, must be at most

√
PX

β−1 away from the center
of the cell. Then, we may rewrite the equation for Pe as in the
statement, where we use the product since the Gaussian noise
for each dimension is independent. Since Ni ∼ N (0, PN )
we replace Ni with N ∼ N (0, PN ), which concludes the
proof.

Corollary 1. With β ≤ ⌈ α
√
q⌉ and ignoring each member of

D except the zero vector and considering all k dimensions of
the gradient, we get

Pe < 1−
(
1− 2FN (0,PN )

(
−

√
PX

⌈ α
√
q − 1⌉

))kα

.



Note that that worst-case error probability tends to zero as
α tends to infinity, and is constant in the number of devices
K. For increasing block lengths, the probability of error only
becomes arbitrarily small if the rate 1

α goes to zero, i.e., the
scheme does not have an achievable rate in the information-
theoretic sense. The reason is that the transmitted codewords
are contained in a cube, which in turn is contained in a
sphere corresponding to the power constraint. For large lattice
dimensions α, the available power is not used effectively since
the cube occupies a small fraction of the sphere.

IV. NESTED LATTICE CODES

As an alternative to the proposed scheme, the linearity of
nested lattices can be exploited to compute the sum of quan-
tized gradients. A modulo operation on lattices distributes the
points generated by a generator matrix B from a parallelotope
to the Voronoi region of a coarser lattice, which for high
n approximates a sphere. This leads to a very efficient use
of the power budget PX . However, we will show that due
to the modulo operation, sums of codewords, like codewords
themselves, lie in the fundamental Voronoi region V , which
limits the number of available input codewords.

To be “good” for channel coding, the points of a lattice
must be sufficiently far apart. In addition, such lattices must
fulfill a series of properties regarding packing, covering, and
quantization. It is known that there exists a sequence of n-
dimensional lattices Λn with these properties as n → ∞ [15].
We briefly introduce the properties needed for our analysis. Let
Bn(r) ≜ {v ∈ Rn | ∥v∥2 ≤ r} be the n-dimensional closed
ball of radius r centered at the origin. For two sets X and Y , let
X+Y denote the sumset X+Y ≜ {x+y|x ∈ X , y ∈ Y}. The
set Λ+Bn(r) is a packing in Euclidean space if for all points
v,w ∈ Λ,v ̸= w, we have (v + Bn(r)) ∩ (w + Bn(r)) =
∅, i.e., two spheres of radius r centered at v and w do not
intersect. The packing radius is then defined as rpack

Λ = sup{r |
Λ + Bn(r) is a packing.}.

The set Λ + Bn(r) is a covering of Euclidean space if
Rn ⊆ Λ + Bn(r), which means each point in n-dimensional
space is covered by at least one sphere of radius r centered
around a lattice point. The covering radius rcov

Λ is defined as the
smallest such r, i.e., rcov

Λ = inf{r | Λ+Bn(r) is a covering}.
The effective radius reffec

Λ is defined by Vol(Bn(r
effec
Λ )) =

Vol(V). The second moment σ2 of a lattice Λ is defined
as σ2(Λ) = 1

Vol(V) · 1
n

∫
V ∥v∥22dv. The normalized second

moment is then defined as G(Λ) = σ2(Λ)

Vol(V)2/n
, also known as

the MSE distortion measure. The normalized second moment
of an n-dimensional ball is denoted by G⋆

n.
A nested lattice code (Λ1,Λ), with Λ ⊂ Λ1, is described by

a coarse lattice Λ for shaping, and a fine lattice Λ1 for coding.
The fundamental Voronoi regions of Λ1 and Λ are denoted
by V1 and V respectively. By construction, Vol(V1) divides
Vol(V). The points in the set C = {Λ1 mod Λ} = {Λ1 ∩ V}
are the codewords of the nested lattice code. The rate in bits
per channel use is then defined as

R =
1

n
log2|C| =

1

n
log2|Λ1/Λ| =

1

n
log2

∣∣∣∣ Vol(V)
Vol(V1)

∣∣∣∣ .

On a high level, the coarse lattice Λ “matches” the bandwidth
of the source to the channel and attains the average power
constraint. The fine lattice Λ1 distributes the codewords in
n-dimensional Euclidean space such that codewords are suffi-
ciently “far” apart.

It is well-known that in point-to-point communication,
nested lattices can, with a slight modification, achieve the
capacity 1

2 log2(1 + SNR) of the AWGN channel [19]. This
is done through the modulo-lattice additive noise (MLAN)
channel transformation [19], [26], [27], which we generalize
to multiple devices and the corresponding nested lattices
construction following the agenda in [17]. The scheme we
present in this section can be seen as a special case of
the relay computation scheme of [17], where channel state
information is available and the interest is purely in the sum
of messages instead of a polynomial equation. Similar to the
MLAN transform in [19], given a codeword ci ∈ V , device i
transmits Xi = [ci−Ui] mod Λ, where Ui are dithers chosen
independently and uniformly over V using shared randomness
between transmitters and the receiver. The input alphabet is the
fundamental Voronoi region of the lattice Λ, called the shaping
lattice. The receiver observes the noisy sum

∑K
i=1 Xi + N.

The observation is multiplied by the MMSE estimator α, to
be specified below, and the dither random variables Ui, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,K} are added to the scaled observation. The result is
reduced modulo Λ. We use Loelinger’s Construction A [28] to
obtain a random nested lattice code (Λ1,Λ). Construction A is
based on a random linear code over a field Fp and as a result,
the code construction is homomorphic with addition over Fp.
In order to emulate the integer addition, which we require to
aggregate quantized gradients, we have to use a prime field Fp

large enough to represent all possible sums of the K devices
quantized gradients. This is common to all coding-theoretic
approaches over finite fields.

Observation 1. The prime p must be chosen such that
p > K(q − 1) to use nested lattice codes for over-the-air
computation where K is the number of devices, and q is the
quantization parameter.

We state the achievable rate of the lattice code construction
in the following theorem, which can be seen as a special case
of [17, Theorems 4 and 5]. Let log+2 (x) = max{log2(x), 0}.

Theorem 3. For any ϵ > 0 and sufficiently large n, there exist
nested lattice codes (Λ1,Λ) such that the decoder can decode
the sum of quantized gradients with average probability of
error ϵ as long as

R <
1

2
log+2

(
PX

α2PN +K(1− α)2PX

)
,

as n → ∞. Choosing α = KPX

PN+KPX
, we get

R <
1

2
log+2

(
PX

PN
+

1

K

)
.

For K = 1, nested lattices achieve the capacity of the point-
to-point AWGN channel and are, therefore, optimal. However,



for an increasing number of devices K, the achievable rate
does not scale with the total transmit power KPX but de-
creases slightly. Intuitively, the lack of increase is due to the
fact that the field Fp needs to be able to represent all possible
sums of quantized gradient values. Accordingly, all codewords
as well as all sums of codewords need to be able to fit within
the fundamental Voronoi region of the shaping lattice, which
corresponds to the power constraint on a single device, rather
than the combined power of all devices. The rate decreases
slightly due to the noise introduced by the dithers.

In the following, we bound the error probability for the
nested lattice construction from above.

Theorem 4. The average probability of error for the nested
lattice code construction is upper bounded by

Pe < min

(
eKϵ1(Λ)n

(
1− Fχ2(n)

(
rpack
Λ

2

p2PZeq

))
, 1

)
,

where

ϵ1(Λ) = log

(
rcov
Λ

reffec
Λ

)
+

1

2
log(2πeG⋆

n) +
1

n
,

and

PZeq
= α2PN +K(1− α)2

(
rcovΛ

reffec
Λ

)2

PX .

Sketch of Proof. We rely on the following result, which is a
straightforward generalization of the inflated lattice lemma (cf.
[19, Lemma 2], [26, Lemmas 6 and 7]).

Lemma 5. The channel from c1, . . . , cK to Y′ is equivalent
in distribution to the channel Y′ = [

∑K
i=1 ci + N′] mod Λ,

where N′ = [αN+ (α− 1)
∑K

i=1 U] mod Λ.

The average probability of error is Pe = Pr{N′ /∈ V1}. Let
N′′ = αN+(1−α)

∑K
i=1 U. This is smaller than or equal to

Pr{N′′ ̸∈ V1}, since the first implies the second, but not vice
versa. This is due to the modulo operation mapping any point
outside V to a point in V which might or might not be in V1.
The following lemma, adapted from [17, Lemma 8], bounds
the density of N′′ from above.

Lemma 6. The density of N′′ can be upper bounded by the
density of a Gaussian vector Z ∼ N (0, PZeq

· In) such that
fN′′(x) < eKϵ1(Λ)nfZ(x), with ϵ1(Λ) and PZeq

as above.

By the application of Lemma 6, we have

Pe = Pr{N′ ̸∈ V1} ≤ Pr{N′′ ̸∈ V1} ≤ eKϵ1(Λ)nPr{Z ̸∈ V1}.

Now, we bound Pr{Z ̸∈ V1} from above by observing that if
Z does not leave the packing radius of the coding lattice Λ1,
it also does not leave the region V1. Interpreting the coding
lattice as a scaled down and diluted version of the shaping
lattice, we have rpack

Λ1
≥ rpack

Λ /p, since we scale down by a
factor of p before diluting. Then, we may upper bound Pe by
the probability that Z leaves the n-dimensional sphere of radius
rpack
Λ /p, which yields the upper bound in our Theorem.

The upper bound in Theorem 4 can be tightened by relaxing
the achievable rate to sacrifice the 1

K term. In our regime
of interest, where the number of clients K is large, the rate
loss incurred thereby gets negligible as K → ∞. Instead of
choosing alpha to minimize the MSE, choosing α = 1 removes
the self-noise of the system incurred due to the dithers, i.e.,
eKϵ1(Λ)n → 1. This leads to the following error bound.

Corollary 2. The average probability of error for the nested
lattice code construction with α = 1 is upper bounded by

Pe < 1− Fχ2(n)

(
rpackΛ

2

p2PN

)
.

Nested lattice codes are known to have good algebraic and
geometric properties and allow arbitrarily small average error
probabilities as n → ∞. However, increasing K requires
an increase in p, thus decreasing Vol(V1) and increasing the
effective noise. To compensate, we must increase n, hence,
leading to a logarithmic increase of channel uses. While better
than separation-based approaches where n increases linearly
with K, this drawback is not present in the construction from
Section III.

V. COMPARISON

The theoretical results for the average error summarized in
Corollaries 1 and 2 are upper bounds intended to observe the
qualitative behavior of the constructions and are not well-
suited for a quantitative comparison. To observe the actual
behavior, we perform a numerical comparison of both code
constructions, for which we set the shaping lattice Λ as the
well-known 2-dimensional hexagonal lattice scaled to meet
the power constraint PX . We set q = 25 as the quantization
parameter. We set k = 1 to satisfy n > k, i.e. we transmit
one quantized real number per device, with two uses of the
AWGN channel. For the balanced number construction from
Section III, we set β = 5 and α = 2. For the coding lattice
Λ1, we generate 100 random generator matrices and construct
the corresponding codes from Section IV. For each code
construction, we generate 2×106 samples of the i.i.d. Gaussian
vector N to experimentally evaluate the error probability.

The resulting experimental error for both schemes for per-
device SNR values of 2dB and 2.35dB is seen in Figure 2.
We show the code constructions’ minimum, maximum, and
median experimental error values. As expected, the nested
lattice code has a lower probability of error when there is only
a single device. However, Pe increases rapidly with increasing
K. On the other hand, for the balanced numeral codes, while
Pe is initially higher with K = 1, it is constant as the number
of devices increases. The smaller the per-device SNR, the
smaller the threshold value of K above which the balanced
number construction provides a lower error probability.

VI. CONCLUSION

We considered the channel coding problem for AirComp for
FEEL with a focus on settings with a large number of clients.
We introduced a lattice-based code construction based on a
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Fig. 2: Comparison of experimental probability of errors of Nested Lattice and Balanced Numeral codes for AirComp.

balanced number system that provides competitive error rates
that are stable in the number of clients. We showed superior
performance compared to the well-studied nested lattice codes
when the number of devices is large and gave analytical upper
bounds on the average block error probabilities. Tightening
the theoretical bounds for both constructions and finding a
code construction with equally good properties and a provable
asymptotic rate is left for future research.
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